2020 YEAR END REPORT

November 24th, 2019 marked The Lerner Theatre’s 95th Anniversary.
Harry E. Lerner, an Elkhart businessman, announced that he planned
to construct a modern “theatrical palace” on the corner of Franklin
and Main Streets in downtown Elkhart. The Lerner Theatre became a
reality with the Grand Opening on November 24, 1924.
Very few theatres get to celebrate 95 years of making long-lasting
memories. While The Lerner’s 95th year of operation wasn’t how it set
out to be, we are grateful to have had the opportunity to serve our
Elkhart community for the last 95 years and are looking forward to
many more years to come.
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE LERNER GOVERNING BOARD

“A live concert to me is exciting because of all the electricity that
is generated in the crowd and on stage. It’s my favorite part of
the business, live concerts.” – Elvis Presley
In 2020, as our world shut down due to the Coronavirus global
pandemic, The Lerner went dark and live concerts, which are
our identity, were shuttered. Across the live events industry, I
watched my colleagues close their theatre doors, some never
able to re-open. I read stories about the mental health of live
events professionals, who struggled with the shutdown of our
industry and attempts to find ways to keep a roof over their
heads without any work. At the same time, I read headlines about
COVID Relief stimulus packages that did not include the live
events industries.
If I could sum 2020 up in two words, it would be gratefulness and determination. Gratefulness to those
that saw the future of The Lerner and its importance to the community, far past this pandemic, and
determination of my team at The Lerner to find a new identity and a new relevance, despite not being
able to bring live events to our community.
There was still much to be proud of that came out of last year and by reevaluating what we deemed
“success,” we had a successful year! Nearly $600,000.00 in technical theatre upgrades were completed
and installed, which will set The Lerner Theatre forward for the next 5-7 years. We were able to pivot
to virtual performances during the stay-at-home order, streaming live music performances and organ
concerts from The Lerner stage through our social media platforms, that reached people all over the
world.
For me, the most exciting thing to come of 2020 was the display windows for Christmas on the exterior
of our building. It was heart breaking to approach a Christmas season and to not be able to gather in
the Christmas spirit in The Lerner with our patrons. I approached our partners at Premier Arts with the
concept of outward Christmas displays that anyone could come take a part in. Within two weeks, the
talented team at Premier Arts had conceptualized, built and installed window displays about the classic
Christmas story, Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer. The overwhelming response from the community
was of thankfulness that these windows brought the Christmas spirit that so many needed during such
a trying year living through a pandemic. This project was incredibly successful, that we are now actively
planning to make this an annual tradition.
In 2021, we are looking forward to a new chapter. Efforts to safely open our building to the public again
have been ongoing with the Elkhart County Health Department and an announcement was made that
social distanced shows will begin at The Lerner in May.
Thank you for continuing to support The Lerner Theatre. We are grateful to Mayor Roberson, his
administration, the Elkhart City Council, Lerner Governing Board and Friends of The Lerner for their
dedication to our operations and to the employees of The Lerner that remained dedicated to the building
during the pandemic. The ache that our team felt by not being able to welcome you into our building in
2020 to enjoy live concerts and events has begun to fade into excitement that we will be able to gather
soon in the beauty of The Lerner.
Michelle Frank, Executive Director

2020 has been a year we would all like to forget. If it
hadn’t been for the strong and faithful financial support
of the City Administration and Common Council The
Lerner may not have survived. In order to protect the
public from the COVID-19 virus, and to accommodate
promoters who needed to protect their investments by
rescheduling shows into 2021, the Theatre and Ballroom
were dark much of the year and our ability to help fund
our budget from operations was substantially reduced.
The Lerner staff found various ways to stay relevant,
even though public gatherings were severely restricted, by holding virtual concerts funded by
The Friends of The Lerner, engaging the community through social media and the Christmas
window displays created by Premier Arts. We will continue to use social media and other
marketing tools to maintain our community relationships and advertise our upcoming
program to bring the entire facility back to its pre-pandemic levels and beyond. In 2021 we
are contracting with a public relations firm (SKPR) and a digital marketing firm (Eyedart) to
improve our outreach efforts.
The staff used the time to make interior improvements and upgrades which will serve us well
for years to come. We are committed to keeping the facility as beautiful and operational as it
was when it opened. The critical needs funding you approved and provided through Friends
of The Lerner will benefit the facility in the years to come.
Maintaining and supporting the arts in all forms is critical in maintaining a livable community
that will retain and attract businesses and residents. The support you have given to revitalize
the community over the years has produced significant results. The Lerner is committed to
support those efforts whenever the opportunity arises.
The public will be anxious to resume pre-covid activities including attending events at
The Lerner and in the ballroom. The staff’s efforts in 2020 have positioned us to take full
advantage of that demand once restrictions ease and vaccinations take effect.
Thank you for your continued support and faith in our team. We will not let you down. On
behalf of The Lerner Board and Staff we wish you all a healthy and prosperous 2021 and
beyond.
Gary D. Boyn, President, Lerner Governing Board
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRIENDS OF THE LERNER

Without a doubt, 2020 was a challenging year for
The Lerner. Theatre staff had to learn to work in new
ways and to continue to be flexible as unforeseen
circumstances unfolded. Friends of The Lerner had
a vital role to play in supporting Michelle Frank and
her team. It was a privilege to partner with the City
Council and Mayor Roberson’s administration in this
task, and it was gratifying to see the many ways
the theatre was able to give back to the community
throughout the year, even as the regular pattern of
concerts and ballroom events was put on hold.
Highlights of this most unusual year included:
• A strong first three months, with record numbers
• Virtual events on The Lerner stage throughout the year streamed around the world
• The pivot by staff to serve the community in new ways, including use of the Crystal
Ballroom and theatre for socially-distanced City meetings. One notable example of
this was the full day of budget hearings for City council hosted in the Crystal Ballroom
in September, with professional class microphones for every speaker in the meeting.
• Extensive 10-year maintenance and upgrades throughout the building on a scale
that was only possible because the doors were temporarily closed. The improvements
in tech were immediately put to use in The Lerner’s role as a live-streaming location,
while the upgrades in light and sound in the theatre will be of great benefit to
performers and audiences in years to come.
• Creative collaboration with building partners, notably Premier Arts and the Elkhart
County Symphony, bringing the arts to the community even when regular avenues of
performance were unavailable.
In the months to come, The Lerner staff will be hard at work preparing for rescheduled
events, with a strong hope that we can experience live music again by the summer.
The Friends of The Lerner will continue to partner with theatre staff to bring profitable
and diverse shows to our community in 2021 and beyond.
I believe the future for The Lerner is bright. While so many live event venues and
their staffs throughout this country were put out of work by the pandemic, the City
Administration and Common Council chose to continue to support The Lerner even
in the hardest times. As we emerge from these difficult times, The Lerner will be well
situated to be a center for the arts for our whole community in the years to come. The
Friends of The Lerner will be there every step of the way.
- Rex Martin, President, Friends of The Lerner

2020 was an especially tough year not being able to see our Lerner
volunteer members. Early on, it seemed it would only be for a short while,
but as with so many things in 2020, we all had to adjust and try to be
patient.
To show our appreciation to our Lerner Volunteer Corps, we mailed
holiday cards to our 100+ volunteer members with a Lerner Theatre mask
and gift card to a Downtown Elkhart - The Gateway Mile business. It’s
been heartwarming to see our volunteers use their new masks as well as
support local businesses!
During December, some of our Lerner Volunteer Corps rejoined us on
the stage to prep “COVID-friendly” holidays bags for the City of Elkhart’s
ElkHEART Holidays campaign to be distributed to citizens of Elkhart during
the holiday season.
While our normal holiday parties and Lerner events were nowhere to be
seen, some of our volunteers joined the staff from afar and showed their
holiday spirit during The Lerner’s Christmas Spirit Week.
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THE CRYSTAL BALLROOM

PREMIER ARTS

Since opening in 2011, The Crystal Ballroom

Following two successful productions last
March, community theaters were forced to
hit the pause button due to the pandemic.
That is, all except Premier Arts. When there
was a mask shortage, we began creating face
mask sewing kits that produced hundreds of
cloth masks for the community. Additionally,
we began producing daily education videos
featuring dance tutorials, art projects, acting
games, and contests.

has become the social centerpiece of Elkhart.
Hundreds of couples have celebrated new
beginnings by having their wedding reception
at the ballroom. Millions of dollars have been
raised by the non-profits who serve the needs
of our community. Company milestones,
retirement parties, and holiday gatherings are
held at the ballroom by businesses throughout
the region. It seems that almost everyone in Elkhart has enjoyed a meal
in The Crystal Ballroom, celebrating a variety of special occasions. In all,
we’ve served over 300,000 delicious meals.
2020 was a difficult year for everybody, and especially hard for the Lerner
Theater and the Crystal Ballroom. It wasn’t safe to gather, and gathering
is what we are all about. But a brighter future is ahead, and we are ready
to be a part of that future. We are looking forward to hosting those special
life events that are so important to all of us. Call Susan at 574-293-1755
to plan your next special event. Be safe, and let’s get together soon.
-Kurt Janowsky, Navarre Hospitality Group

We were also able to produce three full productions safely outdoors in
partnership with The Wellfield Botanic Gardens, and a fourth production
inside The Lerner Theatre. All of these productions were carried out with
safety at the forefront which, in turn, set the standard of procedures for all
neighboring performing arts organizations. When in-person performances
once again proved to be unconscionable, we produced a pre-recorded
production of A Lerner Christmas which aired three times on WHME-TV.
In the summer months, we continued teaching dance, acting, and singing
to local students, and continued reaching students through our Academy
with private lessons and dance classes through Zoom and two in-person
workshops, hosting a week-long summer camp, and creating strong future
leaders through our Ambassador program.
-Craig Gibson, Premier Arts

Beginning mid-2019, The Lerner transitioned to a new ticketing system.
After using the Vendini platform for nine years, the decision was made to
switch to the PatronManager platform, which is built on Salesforce.
The second half of 2019 involved collecting information on our patron
database, sales history, and past and present events. At the end of
December, The Lerner shut down ticket sales to make the switch to
PatronManager.
In January, we started using the new ticketing platform. On January 6,
2020, the Box Office reopened and PatronManager was live. Over the
following months, settings and customizations were tweaked as necessary
to fit the needs of the theatre.
Throughout the year, the team worked with the PatronManager
support team on various solutions to meet our needs, including report
customization, event customization, and other related areas. To
prepare the staff for data entry and re-opening, training and reference
documentation were created for Box Office staff.

In July 2020, Larry App, with Roundstone
LLC, retired after nearly 30 years of service
to The Lerner as the financial accountant.
Larry’s history and dedication to the
ELCO Theatre and The Lerner Theatre
were beyond measure. His passion for
Lerner operations were evident and his
commitment to The Lerner’s success was
appreciated by all.

After a thorough search, The Lerner Governing Board and theatre
management contracted with Kruggel Lawton CPAs as the financial
accounting firm for The Lerner Theatre. During the pandemic shutdown
and prior to Larry App’s retirement, theatre management and
accountants worked together to ensure a seamless transition for Kruggel
Lawton CPAs.

LERNER THEATRE FINANCIALS
2020

City Operational Expenses

2019

FRIENDS OF THE LERNER FINANCIALS

Difference

Program
Expense

Staff & Related

$704,254

$706,899

$(2,645)

Operational Expenses

$546,604

$384,541

$162,063

Friends of The Lerner-Originated
Programs

Total Expenses to Be Covered

$1,250,858

$1,091,440

$159,418

$90,676

Less: City Subsidy (Budgeted)

$950,000

$420,000

$530,000

Net City Operational Expenses

$300,858

$671,440

$(370,582)

$1,000

$194,244

$751,916

$(557,672)

Public Donations

$57,260

$170,081

$(112,821)

$3,607

$136,984

$581,835

$(444,851)

Volunteer Program Revenue

$10,486

$45,545

$(35,059)

$456

$147,470

$627,380

$(479,910)

General/Administrative
Expense

$153,388

$44,060

$109,328

Advertising Commissions

$41,153

$1,103,388

$464,060

$639,328

$147,470

$627,380

$(479,910)

Total Expenses to Be Covered

$1,250,858

$1,091,440

$159,418

Total Requested Budget

$1,653,070

$1,232,040

Lerner Box Office Operations
Income
Cost of Goods
Gross Profit
Labor Expense
Lerner Contribution From Operations
City Subsidy (Un-Budgeted)
City Contribution
Lerner Contribution

Under Budget

2019 Events

Ticketed
Non-Ticketed
Rehearsals
Off-Site
Virtual

18 28
268

28

(includes 70 canceled events
and 23 rescheduled events)

3
9

78
53
63

Unused Dates

*

Ticketed
Non-Ticketed

160

on 354 programmable calendar dates

$500
Grant Income

$11,000
Corporate Sponsorships

$402,212 $140,600

2020 Events

Seat Sales

Rehearsals
Unused Dates

$2,849
Interest Income

$342
Total Revenue

$110,430

$55,849
Fundraising
Expense

$2,492
Volunteer Program
Expense

$2,156

Total Expenses

$101,650
Total Income

$8,780

BOX OFFICE REPORT
With the arrival of COVID-19, we moved from an active Box Office to a
closed, quarantined office, maintaining service for patrons and partners.
During the closing, we worked to maintain communication with patrons.
The Box Office remained open for phone calls until March 24th.
Staff moved to home quarantine on March 25th. Calls and emails
were routed to the Box Office Supervisor for questions, refunds, and
reschedules. 11 events were canceled and 4 were rescheduled.
The Box Office re-opened on June 1st with adjusted hours and new
COVID-19 mitigation procedures. We expanded patron service to include
email as a regular option. Many patrons communicate their questions and
requests through The Lerner’s info@thelerner.com email address. These
requests are filtered to pertinent departments, most often the Box Office.
In June, July, and August, the Box Office created a plan to run an off-site
event with a mobile box office at Wellfield Botanic Gardens. We facilitated
Premier Arts’ Broadway Under the Stars, Moana, and Mamma Mia with
a plan that allowed for safety, ticket sales, and check in. Patrons were
tracked via a paper list in order to avoid exceeding gathering policies.
We planned to open ticket sales to host Premier Arts’ The Sound of
Music in October 2020 with an approved plan by the Elkhart County
Health Department. We utilized added show times, additional staff,
General Admission, socially-distanced seating, list check-ins, and multiple
communications avenues regarding new policies and procedures. We
began a similar process for A Lerner Christmas to take place in December.
The Lerner closed through the end of the year due to rising cases in the
area. Box Office and Lerner team pivoted to assist patrons with newly
planned televised version of Premier Arts Lerner Christmas.

COVID-19 ADJUSTMENTS
Many adjustments were required to continue daily operations due to the
COVID-19 virus and restrictions. Event cancellations and reschedules were
necessary, as well as communication with patrons via our email system.
Multiple seat maps in different configurations were created to adhere to
capacity and social distancing guidelines. Signage and digital displays
were created and posted for patrons communicating all procedures,
cautions, and changes to our normal operations.

PLEASE
MAINTAIN
6 FEET
DISTANCING

LOBBY DISPLAYS & MOBILE APP
Over the course of 2020, a complete revision of our lobby displays was
performed and the computers controlling them were reprogrammed.
Throughout the year, the operating systems on all 25 display computers
were reformatted all software was updated. They were then programmed
to run the new display rotation. In addition, each computer was set up to
be controlled remotely from within our network from any device.
After revising and reprogramming our lobby displays, our mobile app was
reprogrammed and redesigned, which allows floor managers to access
lobby control options, such as video feed switching, lobby audio levels,
voice notifications, and full lighting adjustments. All displays are also
able to be rebooted remotely from the application. Additionally, a mobile
application that controls lighting in the Crystal Ballroom was created.
Over the course of a few months, Dressing Rooms and Green Room
signage were replaced with digital displays. Power was routed to each
location and plastic signs were removed. Digital displays were formatted
and painted, then programmed. A content management system hosted
on our website was set up that holds the displays’ contents and can be
accessed remotely.

VIRTUAL EVENTS
The Lerner explored virtual programming during the Governor’s
mandatory shutdown to reach patrons that could not visit in person due to
COVID-19.
Funded by Friends of The Lerner, live performances were hosted on our
social media platforms, including up-and-coming country music singer
Derek Jones, and several Kimball Organ concerts with local organist Celia
Weiss and organist Clark Wilson.
There were over 65,000 views on these live stream videos, with the
majority coming from our Kimball Organ live streams. Viewers joined in
and engaged our social media pages from other countries and continents
around the world.

RedAlertRESTART

EMPLOYEE MORALE
As the normalcy of 2020 quickly came to an end in March, morale among
the staff quickly sunk without our usual events and gatherings. This was
felt across the industry as individuals were not only losing the thing they
loved, but losing their jobs and income. Mental health and morale quickly
became a very important topic within the industry.

As the pandemic became worse with time, the events and entertainment
industry quickly began to hurt. Concerts, weddings, film, corporate events,
and more became a thing of the past. With 12 million jobs supported by
live events, 96% of businesses in events cut their staff, and 77% of event
professionals lost 100% of their income.

As a team, we started working on ways to boost morale. We started with
Lerner Spirit Week, having different outfits every day,and posting on
social media to engage with our patrons. We’ve helped support downtown
restaurants, celebrated staff birthdays, had a costume contest, and a
week of Christmas spirit in place of our annual holiday party.

The Red Alert Restart event came to fruition through industry
professionals trying to get the Restart Act passed. The Lerner, grateful to
still be working, wanted to show support to our colleagues in the industry
who weren’t as lucky. On September 1st, we lit The Lerner red, inside and
out, to stand in unity with venues and professionals all across America.

To bring us closer together as a team, we had a full day of team leadership
training/bonding. We brought in a leadership coach to help facilitate the
training. We spent the day getting to know each other better and learn
ways to better our team communication and strengthen operations.

Though it was a simple act, it was important to show
our support to our industry colleagues during these
challenging times, and The Lerner was grateful to do so.

TECHNOLOGY REPORT
The tech department and Media Specialist worked with representatives
from Vista on our touch panel controller for our audiovisual system in
the theatre. The functionality of devices were reprogrammed to include
control of our projector and projector screen, some malfunctioning
programming was fixed. The graphic interface of the controllers were
redesigned with Lerner branding and more clear and concise controls and
menu designs.
In late summer, our website’s server was the victim of a virus attack. Over
the remaining months of the year, we made many changes to the website.
First, we changed our web host to one controlled by the city. We then
rebuilt the lost functionality of the website and secured it for the future.

FACILITIES REPORT
Due to COVID-19 precautions, a rigorous disinfecting routine for both daily
operation and events was created, focusing on the most frequented areas,
including office spaces, entrances, and general points of human contact.
During and following events, this also included high-interval restroom
cleaning and disinfecting public areas.
Concrete floors of the basement were stripped and prepared for new
sealant. A new topcoat of sealant was applied to prevent things like pitting
and cracking, also extending the general quality and luster.
Ballrooms, dressing rooms, and multiple office areas were painted to
restore their original look. Color-coded floor guides were repainted for
visibility and clarity in navigation of the building. The stage was repainted
to apply a topcoat enamel as a protective layer and fix scratches.
The brass hand railing on the grand staircase was restored, followed
by monthly polishing to avoid patina and/or clouding. Metallic push/kick
plates were restored on various doors to original coloring.
Wood doors were treated to restore color and surfacing. First floor doors
were buffed before receiving a stain and a polish. Second floor doors were
in better condition, so they were only stained and polished.
Lighting hardware and supplies storage was restructured to facilitate
greater ease in taking inventory. A physical records sheet has been made
to keep a log of materials in and out.
All rubber seals in toilets and urinals were restored or replaced after
degrading from mineral buildup.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
Thanks to the generous support of the City Council and Administration,
the Lerner technical department was able to implement an ambitious
series of repairs and upgrades throughout 2020. The suspension of live
performances brought the first chance in ten years for us to do large scale
work in the theater, and we kept busy throughout the year bringing the
building up to a new level of performance.
We were able to completely overhaul the
main sound system for the theater. We
added speakers, purchased new amplifiers,
upgraded the audio processing and installed
a new wireless microphone system. Audience
members will appreciate the increased clarity
in sound and the even coverage for every seat
in the house.

Significant updates were made to theatrical
lighting. We retired many lighting instruments
from ELCO days. All downstairs house lighting
moved to LED bulbs. Over stage, we changed
all our intelligent/moving lights to LED. This
resulted in brighter light for the audience,
richer color and more intense stage light, while
reducing power draw and heat in the room.

A new high-definition projector was installed,
together with a widescreen movie screen.
In addition, video and audio systems were
upgraded throughout the building to serve the
needs of streaming video. The live-streaming
skills and technologies that we invested in
during 2020 will continue to serve the Lerner’s
mission for years to come.

Large-scale stage maintenance was
performed. The fly rail system was overhauled
and re-roped, maintenance was completed
on the pit lift, and a new safety net for the pit
was installed. As we enter 2021, the stage is in
great shape to safely and efficiently host any
performance, from magicians to rock bands to
Broadway tours.

Several important upgrades were performed
on our historic Kimball Theater Organ,
most importantly a significant upgrade
to the capacity of the wind chest.
The organ has never sounded better.

All computer networking switches in the building were replaced. A total of
ten new Cisco Meraki switches were placed in main network closets as well
as in critical audio and lighting network locations throughout the building.
This represents a leap of several generations of networking technology
and has given us a strong digital backbone for live-streaming, flexible
audio and excellent customer care in the box office.
A new main-brain processor for our building-wide HVAC system was
installed. The control programming was simplified, moving to a system
in which the building is kept at a stable and constant temperature
year-round, rather than changing temperatures for different days and
events. This simplified system will allow us to run the HVAC system in
a more gentle fashion, avoiding the wear and tear on individual units
that can occur with frequent changes in temperature. Our aim is to save
maintenance costs by reducing wear on all our units.

ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE

THE STORY OF RUDOLPH
CHRISTMAS DISPLAY CREATED BY PREMIER ARTS

All you need is love and you can find plenty of love at The Lerner Theatre!
When the Covid-19 pandemic first hit and venues across the world shut
down, Executive Director of The Lerner Theatre, Michelle Frank, and a
colleague at the Sandusky State Theatre, Chris Parthemore, saw an
opportunity to send hope and well wishes to other neighboring venues with
the message of love across social media platforms and on marquees.
Within two weeks, 25 venues across four states changed their marquees
and took to social media with the message “All You Need Is Love.”
“This message changed things for me. It was my light-at-the-end-of-thetunnel quote.” – Michelle Frank

The Lerner Theatre and Premier Arts teamed up in December to present
a memorable holiday window installation. Playing off the charm of the big
city window displays from Marshall Field’s, the concept was sure to bring
the holiday spirit to downtown. The installations also featured music as
part of the exhibit.
Christmas at The Lerner is so magical. When we made the decision to close
for events, we still wanted to bring the spirit of Christmas for all to enjoy.
We hope that this will become an annual tradition for our community - to
come enjoy the Christmas story displays on the exterior of The Lerner.

The Lerner Is...
During the nationwide shutdown for Covid-19, it was important for The
Lerner to find ways to engage our supporters and patrons. We asked
our staff, volunteers and friends at Premier Arts what The Lerner means
to them. After being shared across multiple social media platforms, the
submissions found us from all over the country. With help from the staff
and vocalists at Premier Arts, we created a video with submissions paired
with a beautiful rendition of “All You Need is Love” sung by Premier Arts.
We were flooded with memories of the active and thriving Lerner Theatre
and looking forward to the day that we can gather together again in The
Lerner Theatre.

